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DIRECTORY SEARCH

“Users want to see the correct match at the top of the list, 
and they don’t care how di�icult it is to make that happen.” 

— MADAN DORAIRAJ, PROJECT MANAGER

617-386-2000  www.basistech.com  www.rosette.com

SOCIAL LISTENING

Rosette’s multilingual coverage enables leading media 
intelligence providers to track the voice of the customer 
regardless of language.

AI for Human Language
Document Tagging, Name Search, and Language Analyzers

There is valuable information hidden in your data; we help you discover it. Rosetteʼs advanced natural language 
processing (NLP) allows you to derive value from unstructured text data across a number of use cases. Enrich your 
documents with intelligent tagging to power faceted, entity-centric search. Intelligently transliterate and match names 
for holistic identity understanding. Enhance your multilingual search with deep morphological understanding of text in 
more than 32 languages.
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BORN
July 30, 1947 (age 70)

ID
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OCCUPATION
Construction Worker, Spy
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Austria
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Document Tagging
Multi-faceted index enrichment for data discovery

Rosette enhances your database with text analytics and metadata tagging to 
enable intelligent, faceted search. Rosette adds enhanced faceting in 21 languages 
and can be adapted in the field to domain-specific content for improved accuracy. 
Documents are tagged with their language(s), transliterated entity mentions, 
categories, and sentiment. 

Users can filter based on one or more tag types to create fast, effective search 
queries, finding the most relevant documents in their database in less time. 
For example, drill into results from “Tokyo fine-dining restaurant” to easily find 
those mentioning particular chefs and filter for positive and negative sentiment. 
Japanese results? No problem. Rosette will translate names of people/places/
locations to English so you can identify the most relevant results even the non-
English results. 

Semantic Similarity can map documents across languages using high dimensional 
math known as text embedding. If two words or documents have a similar 
embedding, they are semantically similar. For example, “anchor” and “boat” 
have close embeddings, while “anchor” and “koala” do not. Similarly, the same 
word in different languages like “amore” and “love” have close embeddings. This 
capability is currently available in Arabic, Chinese (Simp. & Trad.), English, German, 
Japanese, Korean (North & South), Russian, and Spanish.

13 capabilities to enhance your Solr index

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Virginia Tech’s EMBERS 
project analyzes publically 
available data like social 
media and blogs in real-time 
to forecast civil unrest events 
in Latin America.

REAL-TIME THREAT INTELLIGENCE

“Without Rosette, we would 
have had to originate similar 
capabilities ourselves, which 
certainly would have set us 
back a lot in terms of both 
time and cost. And both of 
those things are deadly for a 
startup.”

— MATT KODAMA, VP OF PRODUCT

AI-POWERED RESEARCH 
ASSISTANT

“We trust Basis Technology 
to be responsible for 
certain di�icult language 
categories...with ready 
access to a slew of 
languages, we can accelerate 
adding new languages to 
Di�eo for greater competitive 
advantage.” 

— JOHN FRANK, CEO & CO-FOUNDER



Intelligent Name Search
Setting the standard for name matching

Unlike keyword searches, names are uniquely variable and require complex 
queries to handle more than one type of fuzziness. Rosette features a patented, 
two-pass system for intelligent name matching, that balances speed with 
accuracy for industry-leading results. Connect related documents in your 
index to create a resolved profile of key players in your data. Rosette handles 
misspellings, nicknames, aliases, titles, phonetic spellings, cross-script 
variations, and translations. 

Phonetic similarity Jesus  Heyzeus Haezoos

Transliteration spelling di�erences Abdul Rasheed  Abd al-Rashid

Nicknames William  Will  Bill  Billy

Missing spaces or hypens MaryEllen  Mary Ellen  Mary-Ellen

Titles and honorifics Dr.  Mr.  Ph.D.

Truncated components McDonalds  McDonald  McD

Missing components Phillip Charles Carr  Phillip Carr

Out-of-order components Diaz, Carlos Alfonzo  Carlos Alfonzo Diaz

Initials J. E. Smith  James Earl Smith

Split inconsistently across database fields Dick. Van Dyke  Dick Van . Dyke

Multiple languages Mao Zedong  Мао Цзэдун     毛澤東

Di�erent scripts Vladimir Putin Владимир Путин

Semantically similar Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  Eagle Drugs Co.

Semantically similar across language Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation 

日本電信電話株式会社

Owen MacNeill

Evan MacNeill
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Evan MacNeill

SOCIAL SERVICES

 “We’ve stopped getting 
complaints from providers 
about duplicate entries 
since we integrated Rosette. 
We would even try entering 
wacky searches to trick the 
system and the right names 
always seem to come up.”

— MIKE DELORENZO, CTO

BORDER SECURITY

Rosette’s intelligent fuzzy 
name matching is the 
first choice of several US 
intelligence agencies for 
watchlist monitoring, 
including U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP).



Multilingual Search Enhancement
High quality language analyzers for global search coverage

The challenges of accurate search are compounded as you add more languages to the queries and results. Rosette 
enriches your original text in its native language to link related words and normalize meaningless word variations, 
improving precision and recall in many languages. Core morphological building blocks—tokens, lemmas, parts of 
speech and more—are identified for specialized applications such as recommendation engines and resume  
matching engines.
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Arabic Catalan Chinese, Simp. Chinese, Trad. Czech Danish Dutch

English Estonian Finnish French German Greek Hebrew

Hungarian Italian Japanese Korean Norwegian Pashto Persian

Polish Portuguese Romanian Russian Serbian Slovak Spanish

Swedish Thai Turkish Urdu

Better search in

CROWDSOURCED REVIEWS

“If we misunderstand the language, 
and ship core functionality that reads 
as broken in a local language—it 
makes us look like a company that 
doesn’t understand the local customs 
and languages and makes it hard to 
build a community of local users.”

— TRAVIS B., GROUP PRODUCT MANAGER OF 
SEARCH & DATA SCIENCE

NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING

“Using Rosette positions Luminoso 
well for faster entry into new markets 
and languages.” 

— DR. CATHERINE HAVASI, FOUNDER & CEO

HUMAN CAPITAL SOLUTIONS

For the multilingual search and 
resume matching application “Rosette 
allowed us to optimize the balance 
between precision and recall to 
provide a superior experience for our 
customers’ searches.” 

— TREY GRAINGER, DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING, 
SEARCH & ANALYTICS


